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Decision Education Foundation English Curriculum 
 

Three Novels 
 
 

Unit Snapshot 
Designed For Middle School Students  

 
Essential Questions What can I learn from characters’ decisions? 

How are thinking and feeling related to making good decisions? 
 

Content and Skill Focus Decision Topics 
• alternatives, uncertainty, outcomes 
• declaring a decision 
• role of head and heart in making choices 
• six elements for decision quality 
• outcomes and decision quality 

 
English Topics 

• character analysis 
• reading for detail 
• letter writing 
 

Expected Outcomes Students will be able to  
• define declaring a decision and the six elements that describe 

decision quality 
• discuss and evaluate a character’s decision 
• understand the role of head and heart in making choices 

 
Students will produce an letter written to a main character. 
 

Kinds of Assessment Eight decision skill exercises 
Decision Project—written evaluation of a character’s decision skills 
 

Time Required Four or five class periods 
 

Comments While the unit includes resources for, Paulson’s Hatchet, Craven’s     
I Heard the Owl Call my Name, and Zindel’s The Pigman, teachers 
can easily adapt the lesson plan, student handouts, and final project to 
other texts their classes read. 

 
(Version 7) 
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Unit Overview 
 

General Description: This unit, designed for middle school students, gives teachers the 
flexibility to choose novels that will work well for their particular groups. While the unit 
includes resources for, Paulson’s Hatchet, Craven’s I Heard the Owl Call my Name, and Zindel’s 
The Pigman, teachers can easily use the lesson plan, student handouts, and final project with 
other texts their classes read. These lessons can serve as the primary unit of study for the selected 
novel or supplement already existing plans. 
 
Objectives: The purpose of this unit is 1) to provide students with an introduction or review 
of basic principles of decision making and 2) to sharpen literary analysis skills. The six elements 
of a good decision and the concepts of declaring and using both head and heart when deciding 
provide students with a new way to read a text closely and to examine significant choices 
characters make in the novels. In addition to helping students understand characters’ actions, 
decision analysis also provides useful language for writing about that action. The culminating 
project, a personal letter to a main character in the story, gives each student the opportunity to 
assess the quality of a significant decision in the novel. 
  
Duration: The four steps of this unit requires four or five class periods or a combination of 
class time and homework. Teachers should divide the steps into a combination of class and 
homework time that makes the most sense for their groups. Even though the project has only 
four steps, there is enough material for a longer more in-depth study of the novels and decision 
skills.  
  
The Novels 
 
Hatchet, by Gary Paulson 
 Hatchet is the story of Brian Robeson, a thirteen-year-old boy who survives a plane crash 
 in the Canadian wilderness.  Brian finds himself alone in the wilderness with nothing but 
 his clothing, a tattered windbreaker, and the hatchet his mother has given him as a 
 present.  He also carries a secret that has been tearing him apart since his parent’s 
 divorce.  The hatchet becomes a key to his survival, while his newfound determination, 
 courage, and decision-making skills signal his transformed character.  Yet the secret 
 continues to trouble Brian even after his ordeal in the wilderness is over.   

 
I Heard the Owl Call My Name, by Margaret Craven 
 Based on  Margaret Craven’s research and experience with the Kwakiutl Indians of 
 British Columbia, this novel  explores the small tribe’s struggle to resist assimilation 
 with the dominant culture. Mark Brian, a young Anglican priest from Vancouver, is sent 
 to minister to this tribe whose survival is dependent on its relationship to the sea. In 
 addition to creating beautiful descriptions of the British Columbia coast, the author 
 transports readers into the heart of the Kwakiutl culture and explores the people’s 
 struggle to maintain their identity in the face of increasing outside pressures, in particular 
 the lure of city for its young people. 
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Pigman, by Paul Zindel 
 
 Two troubled teen-agers, John and Lorraine, strike up an unusual friendship with a 
 lonely widower, Mr. Pignati.  They dub him “Pigman” because he has a collection pig  
 statuettes that he collected for his wife as a kind of pun on his name. As the story 
 develops, the social and behavioral baggage John and Lorraine have accumulated 
 combines with the loneliness of Mr. Pignati to produce a chain of events that 
 culminates in the wanton destruction of Mr. Pignati’s treasured memorabilia and 
 ultimately his death. In the end, John and Loraine find that they are out of excuses for the 
 consequences of their actions and conclude that “Our life would be what we made of it – 
 nothing more, nothing less.” 
 
 
 

 
Three Novels Unit Contents 

 
1. Learning Plan (page 4) 

• Step One: Introduction (page 4) 
• Step Two: Decision Concepts (page 6) 

  Teacher Resource 1—Decision Topics Defined (page 7) 
  Handout 1—Declaring a Decision (page 9) 
  Handout 2—Focus on the Elements (page 10) 

• Step Three: Decision Project (page 11) 
 Teacher Resource 2—Decision Situations and Topics in Hatchet (page 12) 
 Teacher Resource 3—Decision Situations and Topics in I Heard the Owl (page 15) 
 Teacher Resource 4— Decision Situations and Topics in Pigman (page 18) 
 Write Your Character a Letter (page 21) 
 Handout 3—Pay Attention to Head and Heart (page 22) 
 Handout 4—Does My Character Use a Helpful Frame? (page 23) 
 Handout 5—Are My Character’s Values Clear? (page 24) 
 Handout 6—Useful Information and Sound Reasoning (page 25) 
 Handout 7—Creative Alternatives are Important (page 26) 
 Handout 8—What I Think About My Character’s Decision (page 27) 
• Step Four: Presentation (page 29) 

 
2. Assessment. Decision Project: Evaluate a Character’s Decision (page 30) 
  
3. Resources on the Web (page 32) 
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1. Learning Plan 
 
Step One: Introduction 
 
Materials 
 
 Copies of the novel 
 Notebook 
 
Procedures 
 

• The project begins once the class has finished reading the novel. However, instead of 
waiting until the class has finished reading the text, teachers can choose to use the steps 
in this exercise to help students review what they have read at shorter intervals. 

 
• Warm up with the following exercise. First, asks the following questions. Assure your 

students that they will not be required to share their responses, and ask them to write 
responses in their notebooks. 

 
  1. What important decisions have you made this week?  
  2. (After 3 or 4 minutes) What important decisions have you made this year? 
  3. (After 3 or four minutes) What important decisions have you made in your life? 
  
 Second, tell the group to look at their lists and to ask themselves, What do my decisions 
 reveal about me? Encourage them to write down their ideas. 
 
 Finally, ask if anyone would like to share some responses. The choices we make reveal 
 much about who we are. Have some examples in mind (i.e. Superman vs. Lex Luthor; 
 Tiger Woods vs. Bill Gates; Ghandi vs. Hitler) in case no one chooses to share. Explain 
 that they are about to use decisions as a way to understand characters in the novel they 
 are reading. 

 
• Divide students into groups of three to five members, and assign them the following 

tasks: 
 

1. Brainstorm together about decision situations in the novel (or through the chapter 
the class has finished). Each group’s goal is to make a list of ALL the decisions 
they can remember from the story. Everyone in the group creates a written list as 
during discuss of the examples. 

 
2. Once the groups believe they are finished brainstorming, ask them to arrange their 

lists from “least” to “most important” decisions and to discuss what makes one 
situation more important than another. 

 
3. Finally, have each group look more closely at the top three decisions using the 

following guidelines: 
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• What exactly is the person deciding? In other words, what situation leads 
to the decision, and what choices or alternatives does the character 
consider? 

  
• Describe the uncertainties of the situation. What are the risks the person 

faces in making this decision? 
 

• Do we see the outcome of the decision in the novel? If, yes, describe it.  
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Step Two: Decision Concepts 
 
Materials 
 
 Teacher Resource 1—Decision Topics Defined 
 Handout 1—Declaring a Decision 
 Handout 2—Focus on the Elements 
 
Procedures 
 

• Review student decision brainstorming lists created in Step 1. Avoid discussing in detail 
at this point. Explain to the class that they use decision skill concepts to analyze some of 
the decisions further. (Teacher Resources 1 is provided as background information for 
teachers.) 

 
• Give students copies of Handouts 1. Explain and discuss the concept of declaring a 

decision. Guidelines: 
 

1. Point to emphasize—declaring vs. going with the flow: identifying our decisions  
can give us more control of our lives 

2. Have a volunteer read Jane’s story.  
3. Ask students to share their own examples of when the either did or did not declare 

an important decision. 
 

• Use Handout 2 to discuss the six elements that define a quality decision. Pay particular 
attention to the questions related to each element. Use one of the decisions from the 
students’ lists (or Teacher Resource 2, 3, or 4) to discuss the six elements. Ask students 
which elements they see present in the example. Discuss also any missing elements.  

 Note: Avoid using an example that you want a student to use for decision evaluation project. 
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Teacher Resource 1. Decision Topics Defined 
 

1. Decision Fitness 
 

• Being decision-fit means that I am in good shape to make a decision— that there are no impediments 
to my making a carefully-considered choice.  

• Decision-fitness applies to both my head (the way I am thinking) and my heart (the way I am feeling. 
• To be decision fit, I watch out for 

o emotional distress, shock, depression, anger, fatigue 
o peer pressure or  intimidation 
o influence of alcohol or drugs 

 
A Worthwhile Policy: If I lack decision fitness, I should postpone the decision or seek help. 

 
 

2. Declaring Decisions 
Instead of letting circumstances completely control me, I can declare a decision. Declaring a decision means 
that I recognize and state to myself that I have various option to choose from in a given situation. Often, it is 
possible to take control by recognizing decision opportunities and using my power to choose in a way that 
gives me the best chance of success.    

Declaring helps me recognize that doing nothing or “going with the flow” can be a decision in itself.  The idea that 
we “declare” our decisions is based on the idea that  we create a space for ourselves between a situation and our 
reaction to that situation.  We can use this mental space to consider our values, creatively generate different 
possibilities for action, and then choose to act in the best way we can.   

What is a decision and how is it different from a reaction?  A decision is a choice made by a person to take one path 
and not another.  No decision exists if there is only one path available.  Many times, we only see one path as 
obvious, and thus we “react” to a situation by following the only path we see. A person getting into a fight because 
someone makes fun of him in a crowd is an example of a common reaction, but it could also be a decision if the 
person considers other alternatives. 

Where do decisions come from?  Sometimes decisions are thrust upon us, but we always have the ability and 
responsibility to declare our own decisions.  With practice, we can get beyond our immediate reactions, and take 
advantage of opportunities to declare decisions.  Doing so can improve our chances of getting the things we value in 
life. How do we recognize these opportunities?  While our lives are all unique, situations that call for careful 
decision-making do have common points.  One key factor is recognizing that things we value are at stake.  Another 
is recognizing that it will be difficult or impossible to reverse the outcome once we act (or take no action).  In 
general, we may recognize a break in the normal flow of things, or situations with “high stakes”.  We can create 
decision opportunities anytime, simply by taking stock of our situation, imagining a better situation, and then 
taking creative action to “close the gap.” Stop and think before deciding. 

Perhaps our best approach to getting control of our lives is to anticipate decision situations in advance and imagine 
how we would handle them.  Examples include such decisions as whether to drink at a party, whether to drive with 
someone under the influence of alcohol or drugs, and how to respond to an insult.  By thinking things through in 
advance, we can be prepared to decide quickly and effectively rather than simply react.  In fact, by anticipating 
tough decision situations in advance, we may find ways to avoid them entirely.  For example, the decision about 
how to handle a confrontation may be avoided by taking action in advance to prevent the confrontation from ever 
happening.  We can also gain control by taking actions now to create desirable decision situations.  For example, 
finishing school well can create more options to choose in the future.  
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3. Elements of a Good Decision 
 

 
A decision is… 
   a choice between alternatives that results in action. 

 

 

 
 

 
Answering all of the questions above carefully and 
completely gives us confidence that we have made a good 
decision. 

Once we are decision fit and have declared a decision, we use 
the following six elements to help us make the best choice… 
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Handout 1. Declaring a Decision: I Have a Choice to Make! 

 
 
The opposite of declaring a decision is going with the flow or letting 
circumstances control us. Often we find ourselves in the middle of a situation 
before we even recognize we are making a decision. And sometimes we make a 
decision without realizing we have done so.  
 
 

DECLARING helps us to create space for a good decision.             
We STOP and THINK before we ACT. 

Making a conscious effort to recognize decision situations is the             
first step in making the best choices. 

 
 
 
Sometimes declaring a decision is challenging and can make us unpopular. For 
example… 
Jane was a new student at West Possum High, and she was delighted when a group of 
popular girls asked her to sit with them at lunch. When they had finished eating, Sally, one 
of her new friends, said, “Let’s sneak off campus before class begins and go to that new 
store down the road.” As Jane followed the group towards the door she remembered the 
promise she made to her parents: she would not leave campus without their permission. 
“Sorry, I can’t go,” she said. The other girls turned and gave Jane a cold, unfriendly stare.         

 
Other examples from your experience? 
 
 

Stimulus 

 

   

 

 Chosen 
Response 

Conscious 
Choice 
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Handout 2. Focus on the Elements 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

Once we have declared that we have a decision 
to make, we use the following six elements to 
help us  make the best choice… 
 

 
Answering all of the questions above carefully and completely gives 

us confidence that we have made a good decision. 
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Step Three: Decision Project 
 
Materials 
 
 Teacher Resource 2—Decision Situations and Topics in Hatchet 
 Teacher Resource 3—Decision Situations and Topics in I Heard the Owl Call My Name 
 Teacher Resource 4— Decision Situations and Topics in Pigman 
 Write Your Character a Letter 
 Handout 3—Pay Attention to Head and Heart 
 Handout 4—Does My Character Use a Helpful Frame? 
 Handout 5—Are My Character’s Values Clear? 
 Handout 6—Useful Information and Sound Reasoning 
 Handout 7—Creative Alternatives are Important 
 Handout 8—What I Think About My Character’s Decision 
 
Procedures 
 

• Introduce the decision project. (See specific instructions in Assessment Evidence ).  
1. Give students copies of Write Your Character a Letter and review the project 

goals and directions.  
2. Assign each student a character and decision. See Teacher Resource 2, 3, or 4 

for lists of decision situations in the novels.  
3. Give students copies of Handouts 3 through 8. Remind them that along with the 

letter, they will include Handout 8 and one other tool (Handout 3,4,5,6, or 7) of 
their choice (as well as any others you assign). 

 
• Review the decision tools with the class and make sure they understand how to use them.  

 
• Students complete Write Your Character a Letter, Steps 1 through 4. This stage of the 

project will take more than one class period, and teachers can assign parts for homework. 
Explain your planned schedule with the class. 
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Teacher Resource 2. Decision Situations and Topics in Hatchet 
 
• Brian keeps the Secret.  Brian chances upon his mother meeting with an extra-marital lover prior to 

the divorce.  This shocks and shames him.  He wants to tell his mother what he knows, and his father 
as well, but he keeps his secret to the end.  This decision he makes alone, without talking to anyone 
about it.  This is a low quality decision, primarily because Brian frames the decision without talking 
to anyone, especially the concerned parties.  Communication with others is a key tool for developing 
a quality decision frame and reliable information.  Furthermore, his Secret may be based on low 
quality information and possibly on erroneous assumptions– he assumes his father does not know 
about the affair, even though the divorce is complete, and further assumes the Secret caused the 
divorce, while the mother’s extra-marital relationship may have followed after the decision to get 
divorced.  Since Brian is kept totally in the dark, he actually knows nothing about the reasons behind 
the divorce, or how or when his parents reached the decision, and the best source of this information 
would be a discussion with his parents.  Declaring a decision and applying sound reasoning may well 
have solved Brian’s problem of “the Secret”.   
  

• Brian’s parents get divorced.  While we do not have sufficient information to know why the parents 
choose to get divorced, we can be sure it was not a high quality decision.  First, the parents keep 
Brian in the dark about the circumstances of their divorce.  In a high quality decision process, Brian, 
as a concerned party, would be informed and involved in the decision framing process.  While Brian 
would probably not like the divorce under any circumstances, the secrecy and mystery appear to be 
his primary sources of stress.  Involving Brian, as well as experts in how divorces affect children, 
would have led to a better decision frame, and alternatives with higher probability of minimizing the 
negative impact on Brian.  The parents clearly love Brian and value his peace of mind, yet this value 
apparently was not adequately weighed in their decision.  Also, their commitment to the decision is 
questionable – they consider getting back together after Brian is rescued.     
 

• Brian’s parents send him by light plane.  We do not know much about this decision, but we do know 
it had a bad outcome.  While we cannot judge this decision by its outcome, it is possible that the risks 
and value tradeoffs were not considered, and that lower-risk alternatives may have been available.   

 
• Brian’s mother gives him the hatchet.  His mother’s decision saves his life.  Again, we cannot judge 

the quality of this decision by its outcome.  We do not know whether she considered the survival 
benefits of the hatchet or whether this was just luck.   

 
• Brian tries to control the plane.  When Brian finds himself flying in the plane with the dead pilot, he 

carefully assesses the situation, tries the radio, and carefully considers his options.  His reasoning is 
sound, though he also must wrestle with his emotions.  He realizes that the plane can’t fly forever, 
and that he’ll have to try to land it or simply let it crash.  He declares a decision and does the best he 
can in a very tough situation.  He reasons soundly that his best chance is to land in water.  Even 
though he really can’t control the plane, due to lack of information and alternatives, his decision 
likely saves his life. 

 
• Brian gorges on water.  When Brian finds himself “unbelievably, viciously thirsty,” he makes a 

conscious decision to find suitable drinking water.  He considers finding spring water, and reasons 
that the water by the shore of the lake, with bugs swimming in it, may not be suitable to drink.  When 
he takes his first drink, from the deep part of the lake, he decides to drink only a little, since he does 
not know if the water will make him sick.  However, once he starts to drink, he gorges and then 
vomits up most of the water.  So, while Brian declares a conscious decision, he is not sufficiently 
committed to his choice and gives in to impulse.   
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• Brian decides to find food.  Brian realizes that he will need food, and makes a fairly systematic, 
conscious decision to find it.  He asks, “What had he read or seen that told him about food in the 
wilderness?” and considers various alternatives, including lizards and wild beans, as well as cooked 
versus raw food.  Ultimately, he focuses on berries, and locates them by observing the behavior of 
birds.  However, in the end, he again gives in to impulse and gorges on the berries, which makes him 
extremely sick later.   

 
• Brian plans and builds a shelter.  Brian’s decision to build a shelter signals the beginning of a 

transformation in his character and in his decision making.  His decision demonstrates the importance 
of decision making, and the aspects of a quality decision.  He carefully considers different locations, 
and explores the advantages of several alternatives.  Later, he improves the shelter based on his 
experiences with the local animals.   

 
• Brian rations the turtle eggs.   It is interesting to contrast Brian’s choice and commitment to ration the 

turtle eggs with his earlier gorging on water and berries.  This decision provides an excellent example 
of the distinction between a decision and its outcome.  While the decision is excellent, the outcome is 
extremely bad- a skunk enters his shelter, takes the eggs, and sprays him in the face.  At the time he 
made the decision, he lacked relevant information – regarding skunks. Even had he considered the 
risk of skunks or other animals, he may have considered the eggs well secured, buried inside his 
shelter.  Note also that Brian learns from this experience and later rebuilds a more secure shelter.   

 
• Brian stockpiles firewood; prepares a signal fire.  These decisions further exemplify Brian’s emerging 

character as a skilled and committed decision-maker.  He reasons soundly about his future needs, and 
commits to action that will help ensure those needs are met- even though it means hard work.   

 
• Brian attempts suicide then resolves to live.  An airplane comes close then turns away.  Brian reasons 

that he is beyond the limits of the search parties, and that the search will be called off before anyone 
finds him.  This puts Brian into a depression that becomes so intense he attempts suicide.  Then, when 
he survives, he feels like a new person and resolves to live.  These decisions demonstrate the 
importance of framing.  Brian’s situation is really the same before and after the suicide attempt, but 
his view of the situation is dramatically altered.  Framing is especially difficult for Brian, because he 
was alone and had nobody to talk to about the decision.  

 
• Brian builds a fish pen.  This decision demonstrates the importance of decision making as well as 

decision declaration.  Brian anticipates his future needs, and shows creativity, sound reasoning, and 
commitment to a course of action with long term benefits but no immediate payoff.  A reactive 
decision maker would be concerned with the fish only when feeling the pangs of hunger.  

  
• Brian rebuilds after the tornado.  After the tornado destroys his shelter, Brian wastes no time in 

declaring his decision to rebuild, and begins work as soon as he can.  He demonstrates strong 
commitment in the face of his extremely bad luck.  This event signals the complete transformation of 
his character.  The “old” Brian did not possess this sense of inner confidence and resolve.  This is 
largely due to Brian’s confidence in his prior decisions – in spite of the cruel tricks that chance plays 
upon him, he does whatever is in his control to create the best prospects he can.   

 
• Brian waits to salvage the survival pack.  Initially, Brian forgets about the survival pack, but he 

experiences a frame shift when the tail of the plane becomes visible after the storm.  He declares the 
decision to get the pack, and then demonstrates sound reasoning and creativity, as well as restraint of 
his impulses.  He develops an effective strategy, deciding to build a raft to facilitate the salvage effort.  
He turns back after initially starting out to for the pack, deciding instead to set out early the next day 
with more light, food, and rest.  This strategic approach to decision making contrasts sharply with 
Brian’s impulsiveness earlier in the story.   
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Brian keeps the Secret.   X X  X  X  

Brian’s parents get 
divorced.   

 X X  X  X 

Brian’s parents send him 
by light plane.     X  X   

Brian’s mother gives him 
the hatchet.   

       

Brian tries to control the 
plane.  X  X X  X  

Brian gorges on water.   X      X 

Brian decides to find 
food.   X  X X  X  

Brian plans and builds a 
shelter. X X X X X X X 

Brian rations the turtle 
eggs.   X   X X X X 

Brian stockpiles 
firewood; prepares a 
signal fire. 

X    X  X 

Brian attempts suicide 
then resolves to live.   X X      

Brian builds a fish pen.   X  X  X X X 

Brian rebuilds after the 
tornado.   X X     X 

Brian waits to salvage the 
survival pack.   X X X   X X 
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Teacher Resource 3. Decision Situations and Topics in                                         
I Heard the Owl Call My Name 

 
• The Bishop stations Mark in Kingcome. The Bishop stations Mark at his “hardest parish”, remote 

Kingcome, because it offers Mark the opportunity to learn and give as much as possible to be ready 
for death.  The Bishop recognizes the importance of his decision and achieves a good decision:  he 
recognizes his, Mark’s, and the villager’s needs, and develops the best alternative for everyone.  

  
• The villagers accept the white man’s rules.  The villagers follow the orders dictated by the (white 

man’s) government, even those rules that the villagers do not understand or believe in.  For instance, 
the villagers need to fill out a form for a burial permit, a concept foreign and meaningless to them.  
Before these rules, the Indians buried their ancestors in grave trees.  It’s not clear whether or not the 
villagers recognize multiple alternatives and are declaring a conscious decision.   But they are grateful 
to Mark for enabling them to continue their practices. 

 
• The young Indians turn to Western customs.  The elders explain the change in the youth: “It is always 

so when the young come back from the school.  My people are proud of them, and resent them.  They 
come from a far country.  They speak English all the time, and forget the words of Kwakwala.  They 
are ashamed to dip their food in the oil of the ooclachon which we call gleena.  They say to their 
parents, ‘Don’t do it that way.  The white man does it this way.’  They do not remember the myths, 
and the meaning of the totems.  They want to choose their own wives and husbands.”  The decision of 
the young Indians to turn to Western customs is of high importance.  It causes a separation between 
them and their elders, it disappoints their elders, and it will likely lead to the end of the Indians’ way 
of life once the youth are the elders themselves. 

 
• Ellie’s elders leave the village.  The elders are ashamed.  Their way of life is being lost – and stolen 

from them by the white people.  A final blow:  Ellie’s husband steals the family’s treasured mask 
through a deceitful trick.  Ellie’s elders suspect Ellie knew what happened, but doesn’t care.  The 
elders feel “shame and sadness.”  They declare a decision: to leave the village. 

 
• The Villagers accept Mark.  The villagers are initially unsure of Mark.  They need more information 

before they decide what type of relationship they want to have with him.  Mark proves himself when 
the villagers see how much Mark cares about them and respects their way of life.  Once Ellie’s elders 
return to the village, Marta explains, “You have suffered with them and now they are yours.”  The 
villagers then declare their acceptance of him by helping him to build a new vicarage.  

  
• Jim accepts Mark.   Like the villagers, Jim needs more information about and a greater understanding 

of Mark accepting him.  The decision to accept Mark comes as Mark says the swimmer’s prayer 
while the two are observing a salmon run.  Jim recognizes Mark’s respect for his way of life.  Once 
he has accepted Mark, Jim shows great consideration to Mark at all times.  For instance, during a 
hunting trip, Jim recognizes that Mark has had enough but is being too good a sport to the others.  Jim 
uses clear logic to recognize the situation and then find an honorable way out for Mark through a 
creative alternative: rather than asking Mark if he’s had enough, Jim says, “I’ve had enough, how 
about you?” 

   
• The Bishop helps Mrs. Hudson get well.  The Bishop knows the villagers well.  He uses his 

understanding when developing creative solutions to help them.  For instance, when Mrs. Hudson is 
ill, he thinks of a clever creative solution to help her get better: With Mrs. Hudson within earshot, the 
Bishop tells Mark, “What a pity Mrs. Hudson will not be able to dance tomorrow after the tribal 
dinner.  No one dances as well as Mrs. Hudson.  No one.”  The next day Mrs. Hudson is well and 
ready to dance. 
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• Gordon decides his world is with the white people.  Gordon is aware how much he has changed since 
he began school with the white people.  At the beginning of his education, he had planned to come 
back to the village.  But as a young adult, after discovering and learning the Western way, he decides 
that his world is no longer in the village.  He knows it will be hard on the villagers to lose him, but he 
is sure of his decision.  

  
• Keetah gets pregnant.  Keetah is committed to Gordon and always loves him.  Her commitment takes 

her with him away from the village she loves.  But she realizes she doesn’t fit in with the white world 
as Gordon does, and decides her place is in the village.  Because Keetah loves Gordon and wants to 
be with him, she decides to get pregnant before returning to the village in order to keep part of 
Gordon in the village.  Although others, such as Mark, may find her decisions odd, her actions are 
consistent with her values and frame of mind.   

 
• Keetah returns to the village.  It takes courage for Keetah to return to the village.  Not all of the 

characters have Keetah’s strength to make the decisions best for them.  For instance, Keetah’s sister 
does not have the courage or strength to make it back to the village.  She stays in the environment she 
can’t survive in, turns to prostitution, and dies from drugs – an interesting contrast that students might 
discuss or write about. 

 
• Jim commits to marry Keetha.  Jim knows that he wants to marry Keetah.  His commitment to Keetah 

shows in many of his actions.  Jim stays with the village at all times, committed to its way of life.  He 
also accepts Keetah’s baby, explaining, “When I marry her, her child will be mine”.  When Mark 
explains to Jim Keetah’s needs, Jim resolves to treat Keetah with respect. 

 
• The logger steals the boat.   A young logger gets drunk at a beer parlor and then steals a small 

motorboat and heads for the straits, despite the predictions of a storm.  The logger doesn’t consider 
the consequences: jeopardizing his life and the lives of those who would need to rescue him.  Because 
Mark has the fastest boat, he is summoned for the search.  Mark’s boat is caught in a landslide.  The 
consequences of the logger’s decision are fatal to Mark.  The logger’s decision to get drunk, steal a 
boat and then take it to the straits clearly shows the importance of decision-making. 

 
• Mark is committed to his parishioners.  Mark is committed to the village as a servant (i.e., minister).  

He recognizes the importance of his decision, and his actions are always consistent.  When Calamity 
makes a burial request before his death, Mark makes sure to honor it; when tourists visit the village 
and ask Mark to give them a ride in his motorboat back to their boat, Mark declines because he sees 
his ministry as to the needs of his parish, rather than to the frivolous needs of tourists.  At all times 
Mark shows obedience to the Bishop, even referring to him as “my Lord” when the Bishop is not 
present.   
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The Bishop stations Mark in 
Kingcome        

The villagers accept the 
white man’s rules  X       

The young Indians turn to 
Western customs        

Villagers accept Mark 
 X   X    

Jim’s accepts Mark  
    X X X  

The Bishop helps Mrs. 
Hudson get well   X     

Gordon decides his world is 
with the white people X   X    

Keetah gets pregnant 
  X      

Keetah leaves the village and 
then returns  X       

Jim commits to marry Keetha 
       X 

Ellie’s elders leave the 
village X       

The logger to steals the boat 
        

Mark is committed to his 
parishioners        X 
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Teacher Resource 4. Decision Situations and Topics in The Pigman 
        
• John and Lorraine choose to write a book about their experience with the Pigman. Lorraine remarks 

that she and John must write a book before they “mature and repress the whole thing.”  Lorraine is 
concerned that the experience she and John shared will be lost to time, and the writing of this book is 
an attempt to make sure they never forget the values they learned about themselves and others, and so 
that even when older they never forget the unique perspective their relationship with Mr. Pignati 
afforded them. 

 
• John is a social deviant.  In Chapter 1 we learn of John being anointed the “Bathroom Bomber by his 

classmates.  His social deviancy is displayed throughout the book when he performs other acts such 
as the “fruit roll,” or gluing the phone lock.  Eventually, he is arrested (with Lorraine) for throwing a 
party at Mr. Pignati’s.  John’s decisions to “buck the system” have given him the identity of a social 
deviant. 

 
• Lorraine laughs with John.  In a seeming attempt to get some sort of reaction out of Lorraine, a girl he 

doesn’t know yet, John, while sitting next to Lorraine on the bus, begins to laugh hysterically for no 
reason.  At first Lorraine is irritated and asks him to stop, which he does not.  Then she chooses to 
simply laugh with him, effectively building a bridge between them. 

 
• John and Lorraine (and Mr. Pignati) play phone games.  Early in the novel, John, Lorraine, and two of 

their friends play a game in which they call a randomly chosen person and attempt to keep him/her on 
the line as long as possible.  The decision to play this game opens up the chance meeting with Mr. 
Pignati.  All choose to participate in the game, and it is interesting to debate which decisions are 
declared. 

 
• John and Lorraine accept a “donation” from Mr. Pignati.  After Lorraine successfully keeps the 

unsuspecting Mr. Pignati on the phone, he offers to make a donation to their charity.  John decides to 
keep up the ruse and pick up money from the Pigman.  They push the boundaries of their ruse, upping 
the stakes of the relationship in the process.  

 
• John and Lorraine meet the Pigman at the zoo.  After meeting Mr. Pignati, John and Lorraine decide 

to develop and relationship with Mr. Pignati by joining in one of his diversions, going to the zoo to 
see Bobo, the baboon.  They begin a relationship through deception and then decide to continue the 
relationship as a way of making it up “to him after taking ten dollars.” 

 
• Mr. Pignati befriends John and Lorraine.  Mr. Pignati builds a relationship with John and Lorraine, 

seemingly to ease his feelings of loneliness, rather than merely keeping himself isolated. 
 
• Mr. Pignati finds creative ways to entertain John and Lorraine.  The relationship Mr. Pignati 

establishes with his young friends is a friendship unlike any other the two children have.  Mr. Pignati 
takes them shopping for exotic foods, plays on roller skates with them, goes with them to the zoo, and 
even serves them wine in his house.  It is a unique experience for John and Lorraine, whether Mr. 
Pignati knows it or not.  Perhaps it can be attributed to Mr. Pignati wanting to keep the two interested 
so they will not abandon him.  

 
• John and Lorraine reveal they are not charity workers.   After building their relationship on a lie, John 

and Lorraine decide to “fess up” and tell Mr. Pignati they do not work for a charity, and that they 
have grown to be friends with him, feeling he deserves the respect of knowing that they lied to him 
before. 
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• Mr. Pignati reaches out to John and Lorraine.  After John and Lorraine tell Mr. Pignati that they are 
not charity workers, Mr. Pignati in turn reveals to them that his wife is not out of town, but has in fact 
passed away.  He answers their honesty with his own. 

 
• John insults Norton from a distance.  John makes mention that when he calls Norton the 

Marshmallow Kid for the last time while leaving the cemetery, “Norton had to make believe he didn’t 
hear that last remark.”  John wants to get his last insult in on Norton, and does it so that it does not 
lead to a physical confrontation there. 

 
• John, Lorraine, and Mr. Pignati skate in Mr. Pignati’s house.  John begins the game.  Then, when it 

looks like a lot of fun, Lorraine joins in.  Finally, Mr. Pignati joins in, and John and Lorraine continue 
without regard for the strain the effort is causing him.  As a consequence, Mr. Pignati suffers a heart 
attack as he attempts to follow John up the stairs. 

 
• John and Lorraine throw a party.  With Mr. Pignati out of the house, John and Lorraine take 

advantage of the situation and convince themselves Mr. Pignati would want them to socialize, so they 
throw a cocktail party, which ends disastrously.  What was their frame and values?  Could they have 
anticipated some or all of the consequences with the information they had available? 

 
• Lorraine refuses to be guilt-tripped.  While her mother is angry and yelling at Lorraine, she begins to 

cry to elicit a response from Lorraine.  Lorraine chooses not to indulge her realizing that she should 
need forgiveness from the Pigman, not her mother. 
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John and Lorraine choose to 
write a book about their 
experience with the Pigman. 

X  X   X X 

John is a social deviant.     X   

Lorraine laughs with John.   X     

John and Lorraine play phone 
games.        

John and Lorraine accept a 
“donation” from Mr. Pignati. X    X   

John and Lorraine choose to 
meet the Pigman at the zoo.     X X  

Mr. Pignati befriends John 
and Lorraine.  X     X 

Mr. Pignati finds creative 
ways to entertain John and 
Lorraine. 

  X     

John and Lorraine reveal they 
are not charity workers. X    X   

Mr. Pignati reaches out to 
John and Lorraine     X  X 

John insults Norton from a 
distance   X X  X  

John, Lorraine, and Mr. 
Pignati skate in Mr. Pignati’s 
house. 

    X X  

John and Lorraine throw a 
party  X  X X   

Lorraine refuses to be guilt-
tripped X   X  X  
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Write Your Character a Letter 
 
Step 1. Use the questions for good decision making to look carefully at your character’s 
decision. On a separate sheet of paper, write a three-five sentence response to each of the 
following questions. 
   
 1. What does your character care about in this situation? (values) 
 
 2. Does your character know enough about the situation? (information) 
 
 3. Does your character think carefully when making the choice? (reasoning) 
 
 4. What choices does your character think about? (alternatives) 
 
 5. Who else does your character involve (or care about) in the decision? (frame) 
 
 6. Does your character make a choice and stick with it? (commitment) 
 
 
Step 2. Review the decision tool handouts discussed in class (Handouts 3 through 7). Use at 
least one of the tools (and any others your teacher assigns) to support responses you have 
made to questions in Step 1. Then complete How Well Does my Character Decide? 
(Handout  8). 
 
 
Step 3.  Now use the information you have gathered in Steps 1 and 2 to write your letter. Your 
goal is to explain to your character what you think about the decision he/she made. Here are 
some guidelines: 
 
 
 
 Paragraph one: Introduce yourself. Explain your reason for writing and describe  the 
 particular decision you are examining. 
 
 Paragraph two: Describe the elements of a good decision to the character. Once you 
 have described all six, explain which ones you think are most important in your 
 character’s decision. 
  
 Paragraph three: Explain how the elements you have noted above apply to your 
 character’s decision. Use your responses from Step 1 of this exercise. Include (and refer 
 to) the decision tools to make your ideas clear. 
 
 Paragraph four: Begin the final paragraph with one of the following: 
 
  You made a good decision because… 
 
  You could have made a better decision by… 
 
 Finish the sentence you choose above and add a few more to explain clearly why you 
 admire or do not like the decision your character makes. 
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Handout 3. Pay attention to Head and Heart 
 
 
 

A good decision… 
 

• makes sense and feels right 
• balances our thinking and our feeling 

 
 
Directions: Use the table below to list examples of your character using HEAD and/or 
HEART.   
 

 
  

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

thought, analysis, 
ideas, examination 
of facts 

feelings, emotions, 
sympathy, interest in 
others 
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Handout 4. Does my Character Use a Helpful Frame? 
 

A perspective wheel is a tool we can use to consider all angles of the situation 
or event.  
 
Imaginary Example… 

           

Use the following steps to create a perspective wheel for your 
character’s situation: 
 

1. Draw a circle with a smaller inner circle. 
2. In the center describe your character’s decision situation. 
3. Ask the following questions: (a) Who is involved in the event? (b) Whose   

 opinions should my character value?  
4. Identify and define the different views by dividing the pie into sections. 

 Label each with a person’s name and brief description of the perspective. 
 

      Susie        
  cheated on           
  a math test 

     math teacher 
“I feel hurt that Susie 
tried to deceive me. 
And why didn’t she  
just ask for extra help  
when I offered it?” 

Susie 
“No one realizes how 
busy I am as a varsity 
athlete who has to work 
on weekends. Math is 
hard for me, but I have 
no time for extra work.           

classmate who turned    
Susie in 
“It isn’t fair that I work so  
  hard and  Susie gets better   
     grades by cheating.” 

         Dean of Students 
“This is the tenth cheating 
case in the last month. How 
do we send the message to   
the community that     
cheating is       
unacceptable?” 
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Note: Divide the circle in as many sections as you need. For example, we 
could add more perspectives to the wheel above: parent, best friend, coach, 
favorite uncle. 

 
Handout 5. Are My Character’s Values Clear? 
Directions: Define two of your character’s values (what he/she cares about), and write 
down examples of how those values influence alternatives the character considers or 
neglects in making the decision.  
 

Values 
 

Because my characters 
cares about… 

 

Alternatives Chosen 
 
...he/she chooses to… 

Alternatives Rejected 
 
...and chooses not to… 
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Handout 6. Useful Information and Sound Reasoning  
 
Does my character think about the most important 
issues and information? 
 
Directions: Evaluate your character’s thinking in making the decision. List specific 
issues and information he/she considers according to how important you think they are 
in the situation. 
 

 
 

Not Important 
 

Important 
 

Very Important 
 

Issues/ 
information 
considered 
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Issues/ 
information 

excluded 

      

 
 
Handout 7. Creative Alternatives are Important! 
1. What is your character’s decision?______________________________________  
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. Does your character think carefully about a variety of choices (alternatives)? 
Find out by filling in the table below. 
 

Alternative 
Likely 

Outcome(s) 
Benefits Drawbacks 
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Handout  8 (two pages): What I Think About My Character’s Decision 
Directions: Use the questions and exercises on these two pages to help you describe 
how well your character makes the decision. Use the information from these pages in 
your final project—your letter to the character. 
 

1. Declaring the Decision: In the situation you are examining, does the 
character recognize the decision or “go with the flow”? 
 
 
2. Use the chart below to consider how well your character answers 
these questions… 
Directions: Place an X on each bar according to how much attention you think your 
character gives to each question. 
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3. Head and Heart: In the situation you are examining, how well does your 
character balance thinking (head) and feeling (heart) in the six elements above? 

 
Explain your ideas on the previous page by filling in the table below. 

Decision Assessment Table 

Write the name of your character and describe as clearly as possible the decision situation that character faces. 
Character’s Name:                                           
Decision Description: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

50% 0% 

50% 0% 

50% 0% 

50% 0% 

50% 0% 

50% 0% 

Finding Creative 
Alternatives: What are my choices? 

Framing:  What am I deciding? 

Committing to  
Action: Will I really take action? 

Using my 
Reasoning: Am I thinking straight? 

Exploring Values: What do I care 
about? What do I want? 

Gathering 
Information: What do I know? 

        Least  
        attention 

100
% 

100
% 

100
% 

100
% 

100
% 

100
%    Most      

   attention 
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In the space below comment on how thoroughly the character considers each 
element listed in the left column. Then in the column at the right, give the 
character percentage grade that reflects your assessment. 
 

 
Declaring a 
Decision 
 

 
 
 

 

 
Helpful Frame 
 

 
 
 

 

 
Clear Values 
 

 
 
 

 

 
Creative 
Alternatives 
 

 
 
 

 

 
Useful 
Information 
 

 
 
 

 

 
Sound 
Reasoning 
 

 
 
 

 

 
Commitment 
to Follow 
Through 
 

  

 
Head and 
Heart 
 

 
 
 

 

  
Now you are ready to write your letter! 

Step Four: Presentations 
 

• Provide students the opportunity to read their letters to the class and to discuss where there 
is agreement and disagreement. To provide the best circumstance for the readers and to 
help the class give full attention, teachers can schedule students to read their letters at the 
beginning of class, a few at a time.  

 
• Post the projects for all to read. 
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2. Assessment Evidence 
 
 

Decision Project: Evaluate a Character’s Decision 
 
Overview: The goal of this project is to provide students the opportunity to sharpen 
their literary analysis and decision making skills by examining an important choice in the 
novel. Students use the decision elements as a means to understand their character’s 
action and as a way to write about that action. 
 

 
Step 1: Assign each student one of the important decisions elicited from class 
discussion. (While teachers can also allow students to choose their topics—and 
more than one student can work on the same situation—the more variety of 
decisions examined, the better.) 
 

 
 
Step 2: Hand out the instructions on the next page and discuss any questions 
that arise. Important points to make as you discuss the assignment:  
 
 1) students may not find answers to ALL of the six element questions;  
 
 2) student’s need only write about the topics (elements) that are most 
 obvious and relevant to their character’s decision; 
 
 4) while students must stick to the details presented in the novel, they  
 should also strive to be creative and use their imaginations in completing 
 this assignment.  
 
 
 
Step 3: Review the decision tools. One suggestion is to practice each one in 
class using personal experiences or other examples from texts students have 
read.  
 

Note: Inform students that along with the letter, they will need to include 
Handout  8 and one other tool (Handout 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7) of their choice 
(as well as any others you assign). 

 
 
 
Step 4: Provide time for students to read their letters aloud to the class and to 
discuss varying views. Post letters for all to read. 
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Write Your Character a Letter 
 
Step 1. Use the questions for good decision making to look carefully at your character’s 
decision. On a separate sheet of paper, write a three-five sentence response to each of the 
following questions. 
   
 1. What does your character care about in this situation? (values) 
 
 2. Does your character know enough about the situation? (information) 
 
 3. Does your character think carefully when making the choice? (reasoning) 
 
 4. What choices does your character think about? (alternatives) 
 
 5. Who else does your character involve (or care about) in the decision? (frame) 
 
 6. Does your character make a choice and stick with it? (commitment) 
 
 
Step 2. Review the decision tool handouts discussed in class (Handouts 3 through 7). Use at 
least one of the tools (and any others your teacher assigns) to support responses you have 
made to questions in Step 1. Then complete How Well Does my Character Decide? 
(Handout  8). 
 
 
Step 3.  Now use the information you have gathered in Steps 1 and 2 to write your letter. Your 
goal is to explain to your character what you think about the decision he/she made. Here are 
some guidelines: 
 
 
 
 Paragraph one: Introduce yourself. Explain your reason for writing and describe  the 
 particular decision you are examining. 
 
 Paragraph two: Describe the elements of a good decision to the character. Once you 
 have described all six, explain which ones you think are most important in your 
 character’s decision. 
  
 Paragraph three: Explain how the elements you have noted above apply to your 
 character’s decision. Use your responses from Step 1 of this exercise. Include (and refer 
 to) the decision tools to make your ideas clear. 
 
 Paragraph four: Begin the final paragraph with one of the following: 
 
  You made a good decision because… 
 
  You could have made a better decision by… 
 
 Finish the sentence you choose above and add a few more to explain clearly why you 
 admire or do not like the decision your character makes. 
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3. Resources on the Web 
 
 

Hatchet, by Gary Paulson 
http://www.sdcoe.k12.ca.us/score/hatch/hatchettg.htm 
Resources and activities from the San Diego Department of Education 
 
http://www.webenglishteacher.com/paulsen.html 
Web English Teacher includes activities and resources. 
 
 
 
I Heard the Owl Call My Name, by Margaret Craven 
http://eolit.hrw.com/hlla/novelguides/hs/Mini-Guide.Craven.pdf 
Reading Guide for the novel. 
 
 
 
The Pigman, by Paul Zindel 
http://www.paulzindel.com/index.htm 
Official author website has background and free lesson plans. 
 
http://www.webenglishteacher.com/zindel.html 
Web English Teacher includes activities and resources. 
 
 
 

 
 

http://www.sdcoe.k12.ca.us/score/hatch/hatchettg.htm
http://www.webenglishteacher.com/paulsen.html
http://eolit.hrw.com/hlla/novelguides/hs/Mini-Guide.Craven.pdf
http://www.paulzindel.com/index.htm
http://www.webenglishteacher.com/zindel.html
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